
 
A. Language 

 I. Choose the word whose underlined part is pronounced differently from those of the 

others in the group. 

   1. A. cold  B. volleyball      C. telephone  D. open 

   2. A. meat  B. reading      C. bread   D. seat 

 II. Choose the word whose main stress pattern is placed differently from those of the 

others in the group. 

   1. A. history        B. beautiful                C. mountain                D. convenient 

   2. A. hungy         B. chicken                  C. hotel                        D. physics 

 III.  Choose the best answer for each of the following sentences. 

   1. London, the capital city of England, is a …………..city with many old buildings, and 

beautiful parks. 

 A. history  B. historic  C. largest  D. larger 

   2. We …………....keep quiet in the library so that everyone can enjoy reading books. 

 A. should  B.shouldn’t  C. can   D. can’t 

   3. The weather is nice, so I enjoy doing …………….…activities.  

 A. outdoors  B. inside  C. outdoor  D. boring 

   4. Is there a theater …………….your neighbourhood ? 

A. in   B. on   C. at   D. with 

   5. Lan is ……………..…....at English than my sister. 



 
 A. good  B. better  C. best  D. the best 

   6. Where are you, Hoa? I’m downstairs. I ……………….to music. 

 A. to listen  B. listen   C. listens  D. am listening 

   7. Can you ……..………me the …………….…to the post office? 

A. show - road B. show - street C. tell - road  D. tell -way 

   8. Circle the underlined part which needs correcting in the following sentence  

    It’s dangerous to go hiking here. You must telling someone where you are going.  

               A                                                     B      C                            D                                                                  

IV. Fill the blanks with the appropriate forms of the adjectives in brackets. 

   1. Which girl is................................, Karen or Anna?  (young) 

   2. The Sahara is the world’s ………………….…..………………desert. (hot) 

   3.  The pink dress is  …………………… than the green one (expensive) 

   4. She’s very happy. Her exam results are …………..than her sister. (good) 

V. Choose the correct answer for each of the gaps to complete the text. 

Tra Co Beach in Quang Ninh province is 9 kilometres (1)...........Mong Cai. It has the 

(2)……… and the most romantic beach in Viet Nam. Tourists can enjoy the beauty of white 

sand beaches and green sea water all year round. Visitors can (3).......... the sunset or sunrise 

in Con Mang islet. You can visit Tra Co Communal House, Linh Khanh Pagoda, and Tra Co 

church. If tourists want some fresh (4)………., they can find it from fishing boats.They can 

take part in “ Tra Co Festival” from May 30 to June 6. 

  1.       A. to                       B. from                      C. at                         D. into 



 
  2.  A. long  B. longer  C. longest  D. much longer 

  3.  A. enjoying  B. enjoys  C. to enjoy  D. enjoy 

  4.  A. seafood  B. menu  C. air   D. water 

VI. Read the text then answer the questions below. 

Lan lives in a small house in the country. It’s beautiful here. There are many flowers in front 

of  her house. Behind the house, there is a well.To the right of the house, there is a rice 

paddy and to the left of the house, there are tall trees. It’s very quiet here.She loves her 

house very much. Her father is a worker. He works in a big factory. Every day, he travels to 

work by motorbike. He works in the factory from Monday to Friday. He doesn’t work on 

Saturday and Sunday. 

Questions 

  1. What are there in front of the house? 

→ ……………………………………...................................................................... 

  2. Are there any tall trees to the left of the house?      

→…………………………………………………………………………………….. 

  3. Where does her father work?      

→ …………………………………………………………………………………..… 

  4. Does he travel to work by bike?   

→ …………………………………………….… 

VII. Reorder the words to make the meaningful sentences. 

  1. autumn/ hotter/ is/ Summer/ than. 



 
=> ……………………………………………………………..…………… 

  2. on / Take / turning / the / left / the / second. 

=> ……………………………………………….…………………………… 

  3. a / hospital / there / near / house / Is / your ? 

=> …………………………………………………..………………………… 

  4. do / at / must / You/ homework / home / your. 

=> ………………………………………………………………..………… 

VIII. Rewrite the following sentences without changing their original meanings (1.0 

point) 

  1. My homework is more difficult than yours. 

   =>Your homework is………………….……………………………………. 

  2. She has a long black hair. 

   => Her hair …………………………………………………………………… 

  3.What about going to Sam Son beach ? 

   => Let’s …………………………………………………………………... 

  4. He usually drives to work.  

-> He  usually goes ……………………………………………………………………… 

 

 

 



 
 

 

 

 

 

Answer key 

A. Language 

 I. Choose the word whose underlined part is pronounced differently from those of the 

others in the group. 

   1. B. volleyball       

   2.    C. bread    

 II. Choose the word whose main stress pattern is placed differently from those of the 

others in the group. 

   1. D. convenient 

   2. C. hotel                         

 III.  Choose the best answer for each of the following sentences. 

   1. B. historic      2. A. should  3. A. outdoors          4. A. in    

   5. B. better       6. D. am listening   7. D. tell -way  8.   C  telling                                                                                           

IV. Fill the blanks with the appropriate forms of the adjectives in brackets. 

   1. Which girl is................younger................, Karen or Anna?   



 
   2. The Sahara is the world’s ………………hottest..………………desert.  

   3.  The pink dress is  ……………more expensive……… than the green one  

   4. She’s very happy. Her exam results are ……better……..than her sister.  

B. Skills 

V. Choose the correct answer for each of the gaps to complete the text. 

  1.      B. from                    

  2.  C. longest   

  3.  D. enjoy 

  4.  A. seafood   

VI. Read the text then answer the questions below. 

  1. There are many flowers in front of  her house 

  2. Yes, there are 

  3. He works in a big factory.  

  4. No, he doesn’t. 

VII. Reorder the words to make the meaningful sentences. 

  1. Summer is hotter than autumn. 

2. Take the second turning on the right. 

  3. Is there a hospital near your house? 

  4. You must do your homework at home. 



 
VIII. Rewrite the following sentences without changing their original meanings. 

  1. Your homework is easier than mine (my homework). 

  2. Her hair is long and black 

  3. Let’s go to Sam Son beach.  

  4. He  usually goes to work by car. 

 


